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We present a new multiplayer game model for the interaction and the flow of information in a dis-
tributed system. The players are tokens on a Petri net. As long as the players move in independent
parts of the net, they do not know of each other; when they synchronize at a joint transition, each
player gets informed of the causal history of the other player. We show that for Petri games with a
single environment player and an arbitrary bounded number of system players, deciding the existence
of a safety strategy for the system players is EXPTIME-complete.

1 Introduction

Games are a natural model of the interaction between a computer system and its environment. Specifica-
tions are interpreted as winning conditions, implementations as strategies. An implementation is correct
if the strategy iswinning, i.e., it ensures that the specification is met for all possible behaviors of the
environment. Algorithms that determine the winner in the game between the system and its environment
can be used to determine whether it is possible to implement aspecification (therealizability question)
and, if the answer is yes, to automatically construct a correct implementation (thesynthesisproblem).

We present a new game model for the interaction and the flow of information in a distributed system.
The players are tokens on a Petri net. In Petri nets, causality is represented by the flow of tokens through
the net. It is therefore natural to designate tokens also as the carriers of information. As long as different
players move in concurrent places of the net, they do not knowof each other. Only when they synchronize
at a joint transition, each player gets informed of the history of the other player, represented by all places
and transitions on which the joint transition causally depends. The idea is that after such a joint transition,
a strategy for a player can take the history of all other players participating in the joint transition into
account. Think of a workflow where a document circulates in a large organization with many clerks and
has to be signed by everyone, endorsing it or not. Suppose a clerk wants to make the decision whether
or not to endorse it depending on who has endorsed it already.As long as the clerk does not see the
document, he is undecided. Only when he receives the document, he sees all previous signatures and
then makes his decision.

We call our extension of Petri netsPetri games. The players are organized into two teams, the system
players and the environment players, where the system players wish to avoid a certain “bad” place (i.e.,
they follow a safety objective), while the environment players wish to reach just such a place. To partition
the tokens into the teams, we label each place as belonging toeither the system or the environment. A
token belongs to a team whenever it is on a place that belongs to the team.

In the tradition of Zielonka’s automata [28], Petri games model distributed systems withcausal
memory, i.e., distributed systems where the processes memorize their causal history and communicate
it to each other during each synchronization [10, 11, 16]. Petri games thus abstract from the concrete
content of a communication in that we assume that the processes always exchange themaximalpossible
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information, i.e., their entire causal history. This is useful at a design stage before the details of the
interface have been decided and one is more interested in restricting whena communication can occur
(e.g., when a device is connected to its base station, while anetwork connection is active, etc.) thanwhat
may be communicated. The final interface is then determined by the information actually used by the
winning strategies, which is typically only a small fraction of the causal history. Note that even though
we assume the players to communicate everything they know, the flow of information in a Petri game
is far from trivial. At any point, the players of the Petri game may have a different level of knowledge
about the global state of the game, and the level of informedness changes dynamically as a result of the
synchronizations chosen by the players.

Consider the development of a distributed se-
curity alarm system. If a burglar triggers the
alarm at one location, the alarm should go
off everywhere, and all locations should re-
port the location where the original alarm oc-
curred. This situation is depicted as a Petri net
in Fig. 1. The token that initially resides on
placeEnv represents the environment, which
is, in our example, the burglar, who can de-
cide to break into our building either at loca-
tion A or B. The tokens that initially reside on
placesA andB represent the distributed con-
troller consisting of two processes, the one on
the left for location A and the one on the right
for location B. In the following, we will re-
fer to the Petri net of Fig. 1 as aPetri game,
to emphasize that the tokens in fact represent
players and that the nondeterminism present
in the net is to be restricted by the (yet to be
determined) strategy of the system players.

•

Env
tA tB

EA •
A

•
B

EB

tAA tBB

pA pB

AB AA BB BA

A1

A2
A3

A4 B4

B3
B2

B1

⊥

Figure 1: Introductory example of a Petri game
modeling a distributed security alarm. Places be-
longing to the system playersA and B are shown
in gray. In the Petri game, the transitions to the bad
place⊥ are shown with dotted lines.

The system players and the environment players move on separate places in the net, the places be-
longing to the system players are shown in gray. In the example, our goal is to find a strategy for the
system players that avoids afalse alarm, i.e., a marking where the environment token is still onEnvand
at least one system token is on one of the places at the bottom,i.e., AA, AB, etc., and afalse report,
i.e., a marking where the environment token is on placeEA and some system token is onAB or BB or a
marking where the environment token is onEBand some system token is onAAor BA. To identify such
undesirable markings we introduce a distinguished place⊥. Fig. 1 shows (dashed) transitions towards
⊥ firing at two instances of false reports, when tokens are on both EA andBB or on bothEB andAA.
Similar transitions for other erroneous situations are omitted here to aid visibility.

Suppose that, in our Petri game, the burglar breaks into location A by taking the left transition. Once
the system token inA has recorded this via transitiontA, it has two possibilities: either synchronize
with the system token inB by taking transitiontAA, or skip the communication and go straight topA via
transitionA1. Intuitively, only the choice to synchronize is a good move,because the system token inB
has no other way of hearing about the alarm. The only remaining move for the system token inB would
be to move “spontaneously” via transitionB2 to pB, at which point it would need to move toBA, because
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Figure 2: Unfolding of the Petri game in Fig. 1. To aid visibility, the transitions leading to⊥ are omitted
from the unfolding. If the transitions shown with dashed lines are removed from the unfolding, the
resulting net is a winning strategy for the system players.

the combination ofBB andEA would constitute a false alarm. However, the token inpB has no way of
distinguishing this situation from one where the environment token is still onEnv; in this situation, the
move toEAwould also reach a false alarm.

Our definition of strategies is based on theunfolding of the net, which is shown for our example
in Fig. 2. By eliminating all joins in the net,net unfoldings[6, 8, 19] separate places that are reached
via multiple causal histories into separate copies. In the example, placepB has been unfolded into four
separate copies, corresponding to the four different ways to reachpB, via the transition arcsB1 through
B4. Each copy represents different knowledge: inB1, only B knows that there has been a burglary at
location B; in B2, B knows nothing; inB3, B knows thatA knows that there has been a burglary at
position B; in B4, B knows that there has been a burglary at locationA. (Symmetric statements hold
for pA and the transition arcsA1 – A4.) In the unfolding, it becomes clear that taking transitionB2 is
a bad move, because reaching the bad marking containingEnv and eitherBA or BB has now become
unavoidable. Astrategyis a subprocess of the unfolding that preserves the local nondeterminism of
the environment token. Fig. 2 shows a winning strategy for the system players: by omitting the dashed
arrows, they can make the bad place⊥ unreachable and therefore win the game.

We show that for a single environment token and an arbitrary (but bounded) number of system tokens,
deciding the existence of a safety strategy for the system players is EXPTIME-complete. This means
that as long as there is a single source of information, such as theinput of an algorithm or thesenderin
a communication protocol, solving Petri games is no more difficult than solving standard combinatorial
games under complete information [25]. The case of Petri games with two or more environment tokens,
i.e., situations with two or moreindependentinformation sources, remains open.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of Petri
games and define strategies based on net unfoldings. In Section 4 we show that for concurrency preserv-
ing games every strategy can be distributed over local controllers. In Section 5 we introduce the new
notion of mcuts on net unfoldings. In Section 6 we show that the problem of deciding the winner of a
Petri game is EXPTIME-complete. Related work and conclusions are presented in Sections 7 and 8. Due
to space limitations, proofs have been moved into the full version of this paper.
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2 Petri nets

We recall concepts from Petri net theory [4,6–8,14,18,19,23]. A place/transition(P/T) Petri netor sim-
ply netN = (P,T ,F , In) consists of possibly infinite, disjoint setsP of placesandT of transitions,
a flow relationF , which is a multiset over(P ×T )∪ (T ×P), and aninitial marking In. In general,
a markingof N is a finite multiset overP. It represents a global state ofN . By convention, a net
namedN has the componentsN = (P,T ,F , In), and analogously for nets with decorated names like
N1,N2,N

U .
The elements ofP ∪T are callednodesof N , thereby referring to the bipartite graphic repre-

sentation of nets, where places are drawn as circles and transitions as boxes. The flow relationF is
represented by directed arrows between places and transitions. An arrow from a placep to a transitiont
is decorated by amultiplicity k if F (p, t) = k, and analogously, an arrow from a transitiont to a placep
is decorated by amultiplicity k if F (t, p) = k. We use a double arrow arc between a place and a transition
if there are arcs in both directions. A markingM is represented by placingM(p) tokensin every placep.

N is finite if it has only finitely many nodes, andinfinite otherwise. For nodesx,y we writexF y if
F (x,y)> 0. Thepreconditionof y is the multisetpre(y) over nodes defined bypre(y)(x) =F (x,y). The
postconditionof x is the multisetpost(x) over nodes defined bypost(x)(y) =F (x,y). When stressing the
dependency on the netN , we write preN (y) andpostN (x) instead ofpre(y) andpost(x). As in [6] we
requirefinite synchronization[4] and non-empty pre- and postconditions:pre(t) andpost(t) are finite,
non-empty multisets for all transitionst ∈ T .

A transition t is enabledat a markingM if the multiset inclusionpre(t) ⊆ M holds. Executingor
firing such a transitiont atM yields the successor markingM′ defined byM′ = M−pre(t)+post(t). We
denote this byM[t〉M′. The set ofreachable markingsof a netN is denoted byR(N ) and defined by
R(N ) = {M | ∃ t1, . . . , tn ∈ T : In[t1〉M1[t2〉 . . . [tn〉Mn = M}. A netN is k-boundedfor a givenk∈ N

if M(p) ≤ k holds for allM ∈ R(N ) and allp∈ P. It is boundedif it is k-bounded for some givenk
andsafeif it is 1-bounded.

F+ denotes the transitive closure andF ∗ the reflexive, transitive closure ofF . Nodesx andy are
in conflict, abbreviated byx♯y, if there exists a placep∈ P, different fromx andy, from which one can
reachx andy via F+, exiting p by different arcs. A nodex is in self-conflictif x♯x.

We use the notations◦N = {p∈ P | pre(p) = /0} andN ◦ = {p∈ P | post(p) = /0} for the sets of
places without incoming or outgoing transitions, respectively. For a multisetM overP let N [M] result
from N by changing its initial markingIn to M. For a setX of nodes we define therestrictionof N to
X as the netN ↾ X = (P ∩X,T ∩X,F ↾ (X×X), In ↾ X).

Consider two netsN1 andN2. ThenN1 is aninitial subnetor simplysubnetof N2, denoted byN1 ⊑
N2, if P1 ⊆ P2, T1 ⊆ T2, F1 ⊆ F2, andIn1 = In2. A homomorphismfrom N1 to N2 is a mapping
h : P1∪T1 → P2∪T2 with h(P1) ⊆ P2 andh(T1) ⊆ T2, and with∀t ∈ T1 : h[pre(t)] = pre(h(t))
andh[post(t)] = post(h(t)). If additionally h[In1] = In2, thenh is called aninitial homomorphism. An
(initial ) isomorphismis a bijective (initial) homomorphism.

Occurrence nets and unfoldings. To represent the occurrences of transitions with both theircausal
dependency and conflicts (nondeterministic choices), we consider occurrence nets, branching processes,
and unfoldings of Petri nets as in [6, 8, 14, 19]. We follow theaxiomatic presentation in [6], taking [18]
into account for dealing with P/T Petri nets.

An occurrence netis a Petri netN , where∀ t ∈T : pre(t) andpost(t) are sets,∀ p∈P : |pre(p)| ≤ 1,
the inverse flow relationF−1 is well-founded, no transitiont ∈T is in self-conflict, andIn = ◦N . Note
that an occurrence net is a safe net. Two nodesx,y of an occurrence net arecausally relatedif xF ∗ y or
yF ∗ x. They areconcurrentif they are neither causally related nor in conflict. IfxF+ y thenx is called
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acausal predecessorof y, abbreviatedx< y. We writex≤ y if x< y or x= y. Thecausal pastof a node
y is the setpast(y) = {x | x≤ y}.

A branching processof a netN is a pairβ = (N U ,λ ), whereN U is an occurrence net andλ
is a “labeling”, i.e., a homomorphism fromN U to N that is injective on transitions with the same
precondition:∀ t1, t2 ∈T U : pre(t1) = pre(t2)∧λ (t1) = λ (t2) impliest1 = t2. If λ is initial, β is called an
initial branching process. Theunfoldingof a netN is an initial branching processβU = (N U ,λ ) that
is completein the sense that every transition of the net is recorded in the unfolding:∀ t ∈ T ,∀C ⊆ PU :
if C is a set of concurrent places andλ [C] = pre(t), then there exists a transitiontU ∈ T U such that
pre(tU) =C andλ (tU) = t.

Let β1 = (N1,λ1) andβ2 = (N2,λ2) be two branching processes ofN . A homomorphism from
β1 to β2 is a homomorphismh from N1 to N2 with λ1 = λ2 ◦h. It is called initial if h is initial; it is
an isomorphismif h is an isomorphism.β1 andβ2 areisomorphicif there exists an initial isomorphism
from β1 to β2. β1 approximatesβ2 if there exists an initial injective homomorphism fromβ1 to β2. β1

is asubprocessof β2 if β1 approximatesβ2 with the identity onP1∪T1 as the homomorphism. Thus
N1 ⊑ N2 andλ1 = λ2 ↾ (P1∪T1). If β1 approximatesβ2 thenβ1 is isomorphic to a subprocess ofβ2.

In [6] is shown that the unfoldingβU = (N U ,λ ) of a netN is unique up to isomorphism and that
every initial branching processβ1 of N approximatesβU . Thus up to isomorphism we can assume that
β1 is a subprocess ofβU .

Cuts and sequential composition. A cut of an occurrence netN is a maximal subset of the places
that are pairwise concurrent. For a cutC letC− = {x∈ P ∪T | ∃s∈C : x≤ s} andC+ = {x∈P∪T |
∃s∈C : s≤ x}. A cutC splitsN into the two netsN ↾C− and(N ↾C+)[C]; it also splits a branching
process(N ,λ ) into two branching processes(N1,λ1) and(N2,λ2), whereN1 = N ↾ C− andN2 =
(N ↾C+)[C] andλ1 = λ ↾C− andλ2 = λ ↾C+.

Two branching processes(N1,λ1) and(N2,λ2) of a given P/T Petri net arecompatibleif λ1[N1
◦] =

λ2[
◦N2]. Given two compatible branching processes(N1,λ1) and(N2,λ2), we can up to isomorphisms

of N1 and ofN2 assume thatN1
◦ = ◦N2 and construct a unique branching process(N ,λ ) with N ↾

C− = N1 and (N ↾ C+)[C] = N2, andλ ↾ C− = λ1 and λ ↾ C+ = λ2, for the cutC = N1
◦ = ◦N2.

This branching process is thesequential compositionof (N1,λ1) and(N2,λ2), denoted by(N ,λ ) =
(N1,λ1) ;(N2,λ2). If (N1,λ1) is an initial branching process, then so is(N ,λ ).

Causal nets and concurrent runs. Executions of Petri nets are represented by causal nets and
concurrent runs as in [4, 19]. Acausal netis an occurrence netN , where∀ p ∈ P : |post(p)| ≤ 1.
Thus in a causal net there are no (self-) conflicts. A (concurrent) run or processof N is a special case
of a branching processβR = (N R,ρ), whereN R is a causal net. Ifρ is initial, βR is called aninitial
run. Note that every initial run ofN approximates the unfoldingβU = (N U ,λ ) of N . Thus up to
isomorphism we can assume the an initial run ofN is a subprocess ofβU .

The markingreached bya finite initial runβR= (N R,ρ) of N is denoted by[βR〉 and defined as the
multiset[βR〉= ρ [(N R)◦]. We remark that the setR(N ) of reachable markings ofN can be obtained
via the runs as follows:R(N ) = { [βR〉 | βR is a finite initial run ofN }.

3 Petri Games

We wish to model games where the players proceed independently of each other, without information of
each others state, unless they explicitly communicate. To this end, we introduce Petri games, defined as
place/transition (P/T) Petri nets, where the set of places is partitioned into a subsetPS belonging to the
system playersand a subsetPE belonging to theenvironment. Additionally, the Petri game identifies a
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setB of badplaces (from the point of view of the system), which indicatea victory for the environment.
Formally, a Petri game is a structureG = (PS,PE,T ,F , In,B), where the (underlying) Petri net of
the gameG is N = (P,T ,F , In) with placesP = PS∪PE. Players are modeled by the tokens of
N . Throughout this paper we stipulate that there is only one environment player.

Example 3.1 Fig. 3 shows the underlying P/T netN of a
small Petri game for two system players in place Sys and
one environment player in place Env. Environment places
are white and system places are gray. The environment
chooses A or B by executing one of the transitions t1 or t2.
The goal of the system players is to achieve the same deci-
sions as Env, i.e., both system players should choose A′ if
Env chooses A, and B′ if Env chooses B. Without communi-
cation, the system players do not know which decision the
environment has taken. However, when both system play-
ers and the environment communicate by synchronizing via
the transitions test1 or test2, the system players learn about
the decision taken by the environment and can mimic it. If
test1 was successful, they choose A′ via transition t′1, and if
test2 was successful, they choose B′ via transition t′2. �

Env
•

t1 t2

A

test1 Sys
••

test2
B

EA t ′1 t ′2 EB

A′ B′

2 2

Figure 3: Petri game for achieving
same decisions, whereEnvandSyscan
synchronize via two transitionstest1
and test2. Transitions fromEA andB′

and fromEBandA′ to a bad place have
been omitted to aid visibility.

We wish to model that players learn about
previous decisions of other players by com-
munication. To this end, we use theunfold-
ing of the net, where each place that is reach-
able via several transition paths is duplicated
into several copies of the place, each one rep-
resenting its causal past. Theunfolding of
a gameG is the unfolding of the underly-
ing netN , denoted by the branching process
βU = (N U ,λ ), whereN U is an occurrence
net andλ is an initial homomorphism from
N U to N , which “labels” the places and
transitions ofN U with the places and tran-
sitions of N . In the graphic representation
of games and unfoldings gray places denote
elements ofPS and white places elements
of PE.

Example 3.2 Fig. 4 shows the unfolding of
the Petri game in Fig. 3. �

Env
•

t1 t2

A

Sys
•

Sys
•

Bt ′1 t ′2 t ′1
t ′2

test1 test2A′ B′ A′ B′

EA Sys
Sys Sys

Sys EB
t ′1 t ′2 t ′1 t ′2 t ′1 t ′2 t ′1 t ′2

A′ B′ A′ B′ A′ B′ A′ B′

Figure 4: Unfolding of the Petri game in Fig. 3. If
the transitions shown with dashed lines are removed
from the unfolding, the resulting net represents a
winning strategy for the system players, i.e., on the
left-hand side, the system players chooseA′, and on
the right-hand side, the system players chooseB′.

A global strategy is obtained from the unfolding by deletingsome of the branches that are under con-
trol of the system players. We call this a “global” strategy because it looks at all players simultaneously.
Note that nevertheless a strategy describes for each place which transitions the player in that place can
take. Formally, this is expressed by the net-theoretic notion of subprocess.
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An unfolded(global) strategyfor the system players inG is a subprocessσ = (N σ ,λ σ ) of the
unfoldingβU = (N U ,λ ) of N subject to the following conditions for allp∈ Pσ :

(S1) if p∈ Pσ
S thenσ is deterministic atp,

(S2) if p∈Pσ
E then∀t ∈T U : (p, t) ∈FU∧ |preU (t)|= 1⇒ (p, t)∈Fσ , i.e., at an environment place

the strategy does not restrict any local transitions.

HerePσ
S = Pσ ∩ λ−1(PS) denotes the system places andPσ

E = Pσ ∩ λ−1(PE) the environment
places inPσ . A strategyσ is deterministic at a place pif for all M ∈ R(N σ ), the set of reachable
markings inN σ :

p∈ M ⇒∃≤1t ∈ T
σ : p∈ pre(t) ⊆ M.

Due to the unfolding, a decision taken byσ in a placep depends on the causal past ofp, which may
be arbitrarily large. The adjective “global” indicates that σ looks at all players simultaneously. Local
controllers are discussed in Section 4.

Example 3.3 Fig. 4 shows also a global strategy for the system players of the Petri game in Fig. 3. �

A (concurrent) play of a Petri gameG is an initial concurrent runπ of the underlying netN . If
π contains a place ofB, theenvironment winsπ. Otherwise, thesystem players winπ. Note that up
to isomorphism we can assume thatπ is a subprocess of the unfoldingβU . A play π conforms toa
strategyσ if π is a subprocess ofσ . A strategyσ for the system players iswinning if the system players
win every play that conforms toσ .

Since the winning condition of a game is asafety objective, the system players can satisfy it by doing
nothing. To avoid such trivial solutions, we look for strategiesσ that aredeadlock avoidingin the sense
that∀M ∈R(N σ ) : ∃ t ∈T U : pre(t)⊆ M ⇒∃ t ∈T σ : pre(t)⊆ M, i.e., if the unfolding can execute a
transition the strategyσ can as well, thus avoiding unnecessary deadlocks. A markingwhere there is no
enabled transition in the unfolding either is not a deadlock. Then we say that the game hasterminated.

A (global) strategyfor the system players inG is a pairσ = (N σ ,hσ ) consisting of a safe netN σ

and an initial homomorphismhσ from N σ to N that is injective on transitions with the same preset,
i.e., ∀ t1, t2 ∈ T U : pre(t1) = pre(t2)∧ λ (t1) = λ (t2) implies t1 = t2, subject to the conditions (S1) and
(S2) above. A global strategyσ may have cycles and thus be finite, i.e., have a finite setPσ ∪T σ .

4 Distribution

We show that for Petri games with a concurrency preserving underlying net, every global strategyσ is
distributable over local controllers. A netN is concurrency preservingif every transitiont ∈T satisfies
|pre(t)| = |post(t)|. Theparallel compositionN1 ||N2 of two netsNi = (Pi ,Ti ,Fi , Ini), i = 1,2, with
P1∩P2 = /0 is defined as the Petri netN1 ||N2 = (P1∪P2,T1∪T2,F1∪F2, In1∪ In2) obtained by
taking the componentwise union. The two nets synchronize oneach common transitiont ∈ T1∩T2 as
in the process algebra CSP [13,20].

LetN = (P,T ,F , In) be a concurrency preserving, safe net with the places partitioned into system
and environment placesP =PS∪PE. A sliceof N describes the course of one token inN . Formally,
it is a netS= (PS,T S,FS, InS), wherePS ⊆ PS or PS ⊆ PE, T S ⊆ T , FS ⊆ F , InS ⊆ In are
minimal subsets satisfying

• |InS|= 1 and∀p∈ PS : postN(p)⊆ T S and∀t ∈ T S : |preS(t)|= |postS(t)|= 1,

• FS= F ↾ (PS×T S)∪ (T S×PS).
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The netN is calledreachableif every place and transition ofN is reachable from its initial marking.

Lemma 4.1 (Parallel Composition of Slices) Every safe reachable netN which is concurrency pre-
serving is the parallel composition of slices:N = ‖S∈S S , whereS is a family of slices ofN such
that{PS | S∈ S } is a partition ofP.

A local controller specifies the moves of a single player in a Petri game. It is a pair C = (N C,hC)
consisting of a safe netN C with one token, i.e.,|InC| = 1 and∀t ∈ T C : |preC(t)| = |postC(t)| = 1,
and aweak homomorphism hC from N C to N , the underlying net of the Petri game. A local controller
C is finite if PC ∪T C is a finite set. It may have nondeterministic choices of transitions that are
resolved (later) by synchronization with other controllers working in parallel. UnfoldingN C yields a
branching processβC = (N CU,λC), whereλC is an initial homomorphism fromN CU to N C. Then
C U = (N CU,hC ◦λC) is anunfolded local controller.

A (n unfolded) strategyσ is distributable if σ can be represented as the parallel composition of
(unfolded) local controllers for the environment and the system players in the sense that the reachable
part of the parallel composition is isomorphic toσ . Using Lemma 4.1 we show:

Lemma 4.2 (Distribution) Every unfolded global strategy for a concurrency-preserving Petri game is
distributable.

Example 4.3 The global strategy of Fig. 4 can be distributed into the local controllers of Fig. 5. �

•CE: •CS1: •CS2:

t1 t2 test1 test2 test1 test2

A B

test1 test2

EA EB
A′ B′ A′ B′

Figure 5: The local controllersCE for the environment andCS1, CS2 for the system players work in
parallel and synchronize on the transitionstest1 and test2. Applying the parallel composition‖ to the
three controller nets yields the winning strategy of Fig. 4.

Theorem 4.4 If the system players in a bounded and concurrency preserving Petri game have a winning
strategy, then they have a finitedistributablewinning strategy.

5 Cuts

In an unfolded strategyσ , a decision taken byσ in a placep depends on the causal past ofp, which
may be arbitrarily large. Similar to model checking approaches based on net unfoldings [7], we use
cuts(maximal subset of pairwise concurrent places) as small summaries of the causal past. The standard
notion of cuts is, however, problematic for games with multiple players, because it collects places without
regard for the (possibly different) knowledge of the individual players about the causal past. To solve
this problem, we introduce a new kind of cut, calledmcut, which guarantees that the system players can
be considered to be perfectly informed about the environment decisions.

Throughout this section, we consider a Petri gameG with underlying netN , unfolding βU =
(N U ,λ ), and an unfolded strategyσ = (N σ ,λ σ ), soN σ ⊑ N U andλ σ = λ ↾ (Pσ ∪T σ ). Since
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in N σ the nondeterminism ofN U has been restricted, we distinguish for a nodex ∈ Pσ ∪T σ

the postconditionspostσ (x) and postU (x) taken in the netsN σ and N U , respectively. Note that
postσ (x) ⊆ postU(x). For preconditions we havepreσ (x) = preU(x). Thus, while the postconditions
of nodes may be different inN σ andN U , their preconditions are identical.

Futures, mcuts and ecuts.
For a cutC of an occurrence net letC+ =
{x ∈ P ∪ T | ∃s ∈ C : s ≤ x}, where
≤ denotes the reflexivecausal predeces-
sor relation given byF ∗. For a subnet
N ′ ⊑ N U and a cutC of N ′ we write
N ′

C+ = (N ′ ↾C+)[C].

Note that (N U
C+ , λ ↾ C+) is an initial

branching process of the netN [λ [C]],
which is like N but starts at the initial
markingλ [C]. For cutsC andC′ we write
C ≤ C′ if ∀x ∈ C ∃y ∈ C′ : x ≤ y, and
C <C′ if C≤C′ andC 6=C′.

The future in N σ of a nodex in N σ is
the setfutσ (x) = {y∈ Pσ ∪T σ | x≤ y}.
A p-cut is a cut containing the placep.

For an environment placep∈ Pσ we in-
troduce nowmcut(p) as the w.r.t.≤ mini-
mal p-cutC such that for all placesq∈C,
either the system players havemaximally
progressedat q, in the sense that any fur-
ther system transition would require an
additional environment transition starting
from place p, or the future starting atq
does not depend on the environment.

σ : p0

•

q0 • q0•pmcut(p) =

qecut(p, tt1) =

mcut(q) =

t1 t2

p1 p2

tt1 tt2

p1 q0 q0 q0 q0 p2

t ′1 t ′1 t ′2 t ′2

q1 q1 q2 q2

t111 t222

p0 q0 q0 q0 q0 p0

Figure 6: Shown is an initial part of an unfolding. Consider
the placesp and q both labeled withp1. Thenmcut(p)
contains the upper places labeledp1,q0,q0 andecut(p, tt1)
contains the places labeledp1,q0,q0 in the middle, whereas
mcut(q) contains the places labeledp1,q1,q1, with the sys-
tem players maximally progressed. Both mcuts have only
places of type 1.

The formal definition is as follows: For ap-cut C and a placeq∈C we definetype(q) = 1 if ∀t ∈
postσ (q) : (t reachable inN σ

C+ ⇒ p≤ t) andtype(q) = 2 if ∀t ∈ futσ (q) : (t reachable inN σ
C+ ⇒ p 6≤ t).

Note thattype(p) = 1. By type-1(C)we denote the set of all places inC that have type 1, and analo-
gously for type-2(C). Then we define:mcut(p) = min≤{C | C is a p-cut ofN σ ∧∀q ∈ C : type(q) =
1∨ type(q) = 2}. For an example, see Fig. 6.

Lemma 5.1 (Existence of mcuts) For every environment place p∈ Pσ , mcut(p) is well-defined.

An ecutresults from an mcut by firing a singleenvironmenttransition. Formally, given an environ-
ment placep∈ Pσ and a transitiont ∈ postσ (p) with environment participation letecut(p, t) be the cut
C obtained by firingt atmcut(p), formally mcut(p)[t〉C. For an example, see Fig. 6.

6 Deciding Petri Games

We now reduce Petri games to games over finite graphs, which can subsequently be solved by a standard
fixed point construction. Unlike the Petri game, the finite-graph game has only two players, Player 0 and
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Player 1, which both act on complete information. We construct a finite-graph game that is equivalent
to the Petri game in the sense that the system players have a deadlock-avoiding and winning strategy in
the Petri game iff Player 0 has a winning strategy in the finite-graph game. The key idea is that Player 1,
representing the environment, is only allowed to make a decision at mcuts, which guarantees that the
system players learn about the decision before they have to make their next choice. In this way, the
system players can be considered to be perfectly informed.

A finite-graph game(V,V0,V1, I ,E,W0,W1) consists of a finite setV =V0∪V1 of states, partitioned
into Player 0’s statesV0 and Player 1’s statesV1, a set of initial statesI ⊆V, an edge relationE ⊆V ×V,
and disjoint sets of winning statesW0,W1 ⊆V for Player 0 and Player 1, respectively. A play is a possibly
infinite sequence of states, constructed by letting Player 0choose the next state from theE-successors
whenever the play is inV0 and letting Player 1 choose otherwise. Player 0 wins if the play reachesW0 or
forever avoids visitingW1.

A strategyfor Player 0 is a functionf : V∗ ·V0 → V that maps a prefix of a play ending in a state
owned by Player 0, i.e., a sequence of states that ends in aV0 state, to some successor state according to
E. A play conforms toa strategyf , if all successors ofV0 states in the play are chosen according tof .
A strategy iswinning for Player 0 if there is an initial statev0 ∈ I such that all plays that start inv0 and
conform to f are won by Player 0.

To simulate a Petri gameG = (PS,PE,T ,F , In,B), we build a finite-graph game where the states
are multisets consisting of triples(p, type,T), wherep ∈ P is a place,type is a type, i.e., 1 or 2, and
T ∈ 2T ∪{⊤} is either a set of transitions representing the transitionschosen by a token inp or a special
symbol⊤, indicating that a new choice needs to be made. We call these multisetsdecision sets. For
k-bounded Petri games, we limit the cardinality of the decision sets to|P| ·k. A state belongs to Player 1
if the decision set corresponds to an mcut, and to Player 0 otherwise; i.e., the states of Player 1 consist
of all decision sets where there is no⊤ symbol and the outgoing transitions from type-1 places are either
disabled or have an environment place in their precondition, the states of Player 0 consist of all other
decision sets. The game starts with some initial marking, which fixes an arbitrary classification of types,
all outgoing transitions for the environment places and an arbitrary selection of transitions for the system
places. When there is a⊤ symbol, Player 0 makes a choice for the transition set. In other situations, the
game continues by Player 0 choosing transitions from systemplaces and Player 1 choosing transitions
that involve an environment place. The choices of both players are restricted to the transitions allowed in
the decision set. There is an additional restriction based on the type of the places, which we will discuss
below. Whenever a transition has fired, Player 0 chooses a newset of transitions for the newly reached
system places. (In environment places, all outgoing transitions are always allowed.)

If no more transitions from type-1 places are enabled, the game ends. If this is due to termination, or
if the decision set includes type-2 places, Player 0 wins. Player 1 wins if the game ends due to deadlock,
if nondeterminism is encountered (i.e., two separate transitions, or two separate instances of the same
transition, are enabled that share some system place in their precondition and have no environment places
in their precondition), or if a bad place is visited.

Example 6.1 Figure 7 shows (a part of) the finite-graph game corresponding to the Petri game from
Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the transitions leading to bad places have been omitted. For the purposes of this
example, we assume that there is one additional transition t⊥, which takes one token each from places
EA and B′ and puts one token on the bad place⊥ and one token back on EA. States of Player 0 are shown
as rectangles, states of Player 1 as diamonds. Winning states for Player 0 are shown with double lines,
winning states for Player 1 with bold lines. In addition to the initial state v0 shown in Fig. 7, the game
has further initial states that are omitted here. Player 0 has a winning strategy from v0 (following the
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(

Env,1,
{t1, t2}

)

:1,




Sys,1,
{test1,
test2}



 :2

v0:

(

EA,1,
{t⊥}

)

:1,
(

Sys,1,
⊤

)

:2

(
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)

:1,




Sys,1,
{test1,
test2}



 :2

(

B,1,
{test2}
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 :2

. . .
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)
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(
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)

:2
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(
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)
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(
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)
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)
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)
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 :1
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⊥,
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/0
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EA,
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{t⊥}



 :1,





⊥,

1,
/0



 :1,





B′,

1,
{t⊥}



 :1

v7:

v6:

. . .

Figure 7: Part of the finite-graph game corresponding to the Petri game from Fig. 3.

edges shown with solid lines). In state v3, Player 0 wins, because the game terminates. In states v1 and
v4, Player 1 wins, because a deadlock is reached. In state v2, Player 1 wins, because nondeterminism is
encountered. In states v5,v6, and v7, Player 1 wins, because the bad place⊥ is reached.

The finite-graph game as described so far does not yet ensure the correctness of the classification of
the places into types 1 and 2. We need to make sure that the Petri game can indeed continue from type-2
places without dependencies on the environment and withoutvisits to bad places. For this purpose, we
identify, in a preprocessing step, the largest subsetD of the set of decision sets that consists of only
those decision sets that are either terminating or have at least one transition from type-2 places to another
decision set inD that does not contain a bad place. We restrict the game toD and only allow (for both
players) transitions that originate from type-1 places.

Lemma 6.2 (Reduction to Finite-Graph Games) The system players have a deadlock-avoiding win-
ning strategy in the Petri game iff Player 0 has a winning strategy in the finite-graph game.
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To prove Lemma 6.2, we translate a winning strategy for Player 0 in the finite-graph game into a
deadlock-avoiding winning strategy for the system playersin the Petri game and vice versa.

Given a winning strategyf of the finite-graph game, we inductively build a strategyσ for the Petri
game following the tree structure given by the possible choices of the environment token. In this way,
we construct for each environment place inσ a unique mcut, and for each subsequent ecut a causal net
connecting the type-1 places of the ecut to the next mcut. Thestrategy is deadlock-avoiding because the
decision sets of mcuts with deadlocks are winning for Player1. The strategy is winning, because the
plays that conform tof avoid bad places. If the play in the finite-graph game is infinite, then the play
in the Petri game is also infinite, traversing an infinite sequence of mcuts. If the play in the finite-graph
game is finite, then this may be due to termination, in which case the play in the Petri game terminates
as well; otherwise, the play must have reached a decision setwith type-2 places, from which the play in
the Petri game continues infinitely.

Given a deadlock-avoiding winning strategyσ of the Petri game and a prefixw∈V∗ ·V0 of a play of
the finite-graph game, we compute the choicef (w) of the strategy for the finite-graph game by simulating
w in σ : starting with the initial marking and firing the transitions ofw in σ , we arrive at a cut ofσ which is
not an mcut; we choose an arbitrary enabled system transition and choose the decision set of the resulting
cut as f (w). For a cutC in σ , the decision set is the multisetdec[C] = {(λ (p), type(p),λ (postσ (p))) |
p∈C}. The resulting strategyf is winning from the decision set of the initial cut ofσ .

The size of the finite-graph game is exponential in the size ofthe Petri game; the Petri game can
therefore be solved in single-exponential time. A matchinglower bound follows from the EXPTIME-
hardness of combinatorial games [25].

Theorem 6.3 (Game Solving) For bounded Petri games with one environment player and a bounded
number of system players, the question whether the system players have a winning strategy is EXPTIME-
complete. If a winning strategy for the system players exists, it can be constructed in exponential time.

Although the reachability problem is decidable also for unbounded Petri nets [17], we cannot de-
cide unbounded Petri games. This is an immediate consequence of the undecidability of VASS (Vector
Addition Systems with States) games [2].

Theorem 6.4 For unbounded Petri games, the question whether the system players have a winning strat-
egy is undecidable.

7 Related Work

There is a significant body of work on synthesis and control based on Petri nets (cf. [5,12,22,27]). These
approaches differ from ours in that they solve supervisory control problems or two-player games on the
state space created by the Petri net. Hence, these approaches solve the single-process synthesis problem,
as opposed to the multi-process synthesis problem for concurrent systems considered in this paper.

For distributed systems, much work has focused on finding architectures for which the realizabil-
ity question is decidable. Most research on this problem is in the setting of synchronous processes with
shared-variablecommunication, introduced by Pnueli and Rosner. A general game model for these types
of realizability problems are Walukiewicz and Mohalik’sdistributed games[26]. While undecidable in
general [21], the distributed synthesis problem can be solved in the Pnueli/Rosner setting for a number
of interesting architectures, including pipelines [24], rings [15], and generally all architectures where
the processes can beorderedaccording to their informedness [9]. Unfortunately, all these decision pro-
cedures have nonelementary complexity. For the asynchronous games based on Zielonka’s automata,
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decidability has been also been established for specific classes of architectures such as trees [11]. An-
other important line of work concerns the alternating-timetemporal logics, which are interpreted over
concurrent game structures [3]. The difference between Petri games and these approaches is that Petri
games link informedness to causality instead of referring to a separate, static, specification of the relative
informedness in an architecture.

In the literature on Petri nets, unfoldings have been used conceptually to connect Petri net theory
with event structures [4, 6, 18, 19] and practically to obtain algorithms for deciding reachability. These
algorithms are based on constructing a finite canonical prefix of the in general infinite net unfolding that
contain all reachable markings [7, 8, 14]. We use net unfoldings as auniform conceptual basisto define
strategies and plays as well as suitable cuts for analyzing the strategies. Net unfoldings enable us to
formalize the intended degree of informedness of each player at a given place: it is the causal past of that
place, concurrent activities beyond that past are not visible. Such a causal view is also chosen in [10],
for the setting of Zielonka’s automata [28].

8 Conclusions

We have introduced Petri games, an extension of Petri nets where the tokens represent players who
make individual, independent decisions. Using tokens as the carriers of information, Petri games link
information flow to causality: decisions may only use information resulting from decisions that they
also depend on causally. This makes Petri games a convenientformalism to reason about asynchronous
concurrent programs as well as manufacturing cells [27], business work flows [1], and other distributed
applications. Our synthesis algorithm is applicable to Petri games where the number of system tokens
is bounded by some arbitrary number, and the number of environment tokens is bounded by 1. This
leaves two important open problems. The first open problem iswhether Petri games with more than
one environment token are decidable; if so, what is the precise complexity? The decidability result
for tree architectures [11] is both encouraging and discouraging; encouraging, because at least some
architectures that are undecidable in the Pnueli/Rosner setting are decidable for distributed systems with
causal memory. Discouraging, because the complexity of thesynthesis algorithm is nonelementary. The
second open problem is to find synthesis methods for unbounded Petri games. While we have shown
that the problem is in general undecidable, it is an interesting challenge for future research to develop
semi-algorithms for unbounded Petri games and to find other restrictions besides boundedness that make
the synthesis problem decidable.
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